“Can I go to the moon?” asked Baby Bear.

“No, you can’t,” said Mrs. Bear. “It’s bathtime. Anyway, you’d have to find a rocket first.”

Baby Bear found a rocket in the cupboard under the stairs. He found a space-helmet on the draining board in the kitchen, and a pair of space-boots on the mat by the front door. He packed his teddy and some food for the journey and took off up the chimney... WHOOSH! Out into the night.

Now tell the story in your own words.

What do you think Baby Bear used as a rocket? Mark a picture.

What did Baby Bear use as space-boots? Mark a picture.

What was Baby Bear’s space-helmet? Mark a picture.

Help your child learn to listen and concentrate as you read the story out loud, the retell it in his or her own words. Re-read the story if necessary. The activities on this page test your child’s comprehension and understanding of the story.